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How to pre-filter dirty or questionable water, before you run it through your 
water filter. 

Because IF you try to filter ‘dirty water’ it will plug up your water filter in a hurry. 

This is a very simple fix.  Go to any store that sells coffee and buy a (FOREVER 
COFFEE FILTER) this is a plastic basket with a very fine mesh screen to filter coffee. 

BUT in your case now you need to buy paper coffee filters (the big ones) and take 
a single paper filter and place it inside of your Forever Coffee Filter and now you 
can pour your ‘questionable - dirty water’ through the paper coffee filter and that 
will filter out any trash and even most sediment in your water that you may have. 

You may want to attach the filter to the top of your water filter tank.    Just find 
any old coffee filter ‘basket’ from any old coffee maker. 

It should have a small hole at the bottom to let coffee filter through it.  Just take a 
½ inch drill and drill a hole in the center of your top lid of your water filter.  

Next take Aquarium Silicone Sealer and seal around the basket that is centered 
over the hole you just drilled in the lid. 

(BE SURE NOT to get sealer in the hole) as it will interfere with water flowing into 
the top water tank. 

After 24 hours you are ready to insert the ‘Forever Coffee Filter’ with the paper 
coffee filter inside the basket.  And you are ready to start filtering your 
questionable water.  As for a lid you can use any plastic lid to place over the 
basket to keep anything out of it, even a coffee can lid.  This trick works great. 

 


